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About This Game

Description

Egg Hunt VR is the ULTIMATE Easter Egg Hunt VR experience. Wander through realistic environments like forests, the ocean
and snowy mountains, looking for Easter eggs! With “Bunny” by your side, he will help you find them if you get stuck.

Celebrate Easter by playing today!

Key Features

Wicker Easter egg basket where you place the eggs you find

Interesting environments and challenge

Infinite Puzzles (each time you play a level the eggs will be hidden in a different place!)

Awesome sidekick, “Bunny”

Standing AND Roomscale Gameplay are both supported – HTC Vive is required
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Title: EGG HUNT VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ThinkVirtual LLC
Publisher:
ThinkVirtual LLC
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core 3 Ghz +

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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The absolute best way to get rid of all your friends on Steam.. Not only one of the best RPG parodies I've seen, but one of the
best RPGs I've ever played.
Highly recommended. Treat yourself. :). If you're looking for a football management game that is easy to learn and play but
filled with stats and data, you can't go wrong with Global Soccer Manager 2017.

The UI is very slick and modern and is incredibly easy to use. This is a game that has potential for sure! While it isn't as in-
depth as Football Manager, it shouldn't be seen as a bad thing as GSM is much more main stream. One thing that it does have
over Football Manager though and that's the number of countries, leagues and teams simulated. You can take charge of any
team in any leage pretty much anywhere around the world without needing to add and remove leagues at the end of each season.
If you've dreamed of managing the champions of Angola, your dream can be lived with GSM!

Plus, you can grab it for just over a fiver.. No idea what I was thinking when I bought this game back in 2014. Falls way too
short on stuff to do.. I boght this item :( can not seem to get in portal knights game. I loved the game. Yes, the graphics are
terrible, as are the controls. Yes, the music is repetitive to the point of madness. Even so, it gave me such a feeling of nostolgia
that I couldn't help but love it. The simplicity is just beautiful. From what I've seen, the community is very friendly and helpful,
as well.
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i LOVE this game!! im the first? one to buy it and it is SO FUN!!

though i experienced a glitch where the blaster is pointing down and you couldnt turn it i was wondering if you could make a
gamemode called something like "Still" and keep the blaster pointing down because that was my funnest part of the game! i
didnt really like it moving around.... I bought this game when it came out and even tho I was terrible at puzzle games I found
myself still wanting to play this more and more as I played. The puzzles were tricky but not unsolveable, the music was just right
for what was happening at all times. Honestly its a good game should buy.. Very good game.. Really needs to tone down the
Social Justice agenda. Tell an interesting story first, then insert politics. After the mess of Versus I'm not going to be buying
anything written by Zachary Sergi again.

This is pure pandering with no substance.. Overall this is a good game, A mix between core structure of classic Castlevania and
movement of megaman X. Sometime it feel a little bit repetition but it's not neccessary grinding especially if you want some
think challenge.

This is a good action rougerlike for a quick play. Should pick it, especially for discount price. For free its pretty good game
maps could be bigger though and recommend some one play this on multi screens i do on 3 of them and its way better. This is
by far the best (American) Football Manger available today. The simulation is very impressive, statistics and player performance
is very true to life. Trying to put together a championship team through drafts, trades and free agency quickly gets fun and
addictive.

That said there are some issues:

It can be hard to get started, there is no tutorial.

It is not visually impressive and the GUI is a little awkward.

Well worth the price if you have a little GM inside you.
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